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Both a historical site and a fully functional restaurant, the Taiy ken has stood in Kawagoe for
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nearly a century. Though the business was first established in 1922, the current building dates back
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to 1929 and underwent necessary renovations in 2003. Visitors can enjoy the fusion of past and
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present Japan, from the nostalgic feel of the Japanese-style rooms upstairs and decorations from the
original store to the modern features that evoke the sun (

) in Taiy ken.
One feature that makes the Taiy ken notable inside and out is its extensive use of colored glass
windows. The original windows, some of which still remain, were either figured rolled-plate glass or
colored glass in red, blue, yellow, and green. Newer windows in other colors were added later; though
the colors of these windows seem to change depending on the light
with blues and greens

from red to pink to purple, along

they were carefully chosen to blend well with the rest of the building. The

windows were also not of a standard size; this is evident in one of the downstairs dining rooms,
where the three windows on one wall are all different widths, with glass panel sizes adjusted
accordingly. The semicircular window on the second floor originally had no glass at all

it was open

to the street below. During the Kawagoe Festival, where floats can reach more than two stories tall,
guests could gather by the window to better see anyone on the upper part of a float. Although I
realize that it s probably better for the inside of the building to have glass in that window now, I
The building today, and a picture of a photo of the building in the late 1920s.
Below, mosaic tiles in front of the building and the air conditioner covers are modern sun additions.

thought I d like to experience the Kawagoe Festival from an open-air second story window myself!

Figured rolled-plate glass, original colored glass (red and green), modern colored glass.

A Japanese room on the second floor.

The semicircle window

Ocean wave trimming in the small Japanese room.

perfect for festival watching.
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Tatami detail in the room above. Mt. Fuji indoor window in the small Japanese room.
2
1920
The second floor of the Taiy ken features more Japanese-style rooms, though guests sit at Western
tables and chairs. All the tatami mats in the dining rooms are from the 1920s; that is to say, the core
of the tatami remains the same while the outer covering has been periodically updated, giving the

1920

tatami a softer (even pleasantly squishy?) texture than usual. The edging on the tatami, whose
pattern is unavailable in modern shops, has also gone almost unchanged. The room that has changed
the least is the small room across the hall from the dining rooms with an indoor window depicting a
carved scene of Mount Fuji and the ocean. The blue trimming in the room creates an atmosphere of
ocean waves; this blue paint, plaster, and other decorations are as they were when the building first

The second floor also has the original glass (the red and green colored glass shown earlier), and

open. Though it was cloudy the day I visited the Taiy ken, I was glad to see Mt.Fuji through the

some of the wood in the bathrooms is from the original building. The first floor was remodeled

window anyway!

extensively, but some even still features of the original building remain in the light fixtures,
memorabilia from the 1920s onward, wooden wall panels, and overall atmosphere. My favorite was
the old flamingo decorations. The door of old wooden fridges, now behind the counter, were originally
used in one of the present dining rooms to sell meat through a small window to the street. The

counter also has beer bottles from the 1920s onward; this, at least, shows the obvious progression of
time. The cash register has moved from its original hole-in-the-wall space to join the beer and
wooden refrigerators by the counter. All these touches add to the feeling of history, making the
Taiy ken a fun place to stop by for some food. Thanks to the relatively recent preservation efforts and
renovations, this modern building with a fusion of classic features is still available for anyone to
enjoy.

One of the dining rooms on the first floor, with original flamingo lamps; flamingo near the staircase.

Original wood still used in the bathrooms; a chest that outdates the building; beer through the ages.

Left: The tiny space where the cash register used to be, now home to an old ink bottle and glass.
Right: The original wooden refrigerators, now a decoration behind the counter.

